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Mandatory Fields
 
You can set objects as being required or mandatory in the Object > Value palette. 
 
Sometimes you may want to change an object from being mandatory to optional or visa-versa. For example, if you are hiding an object, you will need to ensure that it is not mandatory. Otherwise the submission will fail. 
 
This example has fields that are always visible. These are set to mandatory, so the user has to complete these before they can submit the form. 
 
There are other fields that start out as being visible, but can be hidden. These fields are also mandatory, so you need to include script to make the fields optional, before you hide the objects. 
 
Fields marked with * are mandatory. 
 
 
 
Visible objects: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Objects that can be hidden: 
Script in exit event of presence dropdown (note script is dependent on its display and bound values):
 
// set up variables for dropdown
var vChoice = this.selectedIndex; 
var vMandatory; 
 
if (this.rawValue == "error")
{
         vMandatory = this.rawValue; // field will be required
}
else
{
         vMandatory = "disabled"; // field will be optional
}
 
sometimesHidden.TextField1.mandatory = vMandatory; // set the mandatory property first
sometimesHidden.TextField2.mandatory = vMandatory;
sometimesHidden.presence = this.getDisplayItem(vChoice); // then set the presence property
 
 
 
Note: set mandatory property, before you change the presence of the object. 
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